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“Tape Op” was the next position upward from Tape Library. The
name was a simple abbreviation for “Tape Operator”. Each session
was assigned a Tape Op and, as the name implies, that person was in
charge of the tapes and tape recorder operation. The step was a sig-
nificant one, as it was a position actively involved in the recording
process.

As these were generally “new boys” with minimal technical experi-
ence, little more than simple recording, rewinding, playback, and
note-taking was required most of the time. Though sometimes
referred to as “Second Engineers”, the position was not exactly what
we today refer to as “assistant engineers”; the Abbey Road Tape Ops
rarely touched a microphone, nor did they adjust or maintain the
very tape machines they dutifully manned. Their job was simply to sit
and operate the recorders, keeping careful notes all the while. Their
record-keeping, in fact, was quite critical, as sessions involved
numerous live takes and edit pieces, all of which would be compiled
at a later time. To this day, much Beatles research depends upon the
careful and (usually) accurate note-taking of the Tape Ops. “If I’d
known the notes were going to be so historical, I’d have used better
penmanship!” says Richard Langham, the Beatles’ first main Tape Op.

Occasionally, the staff would refer to the Tape Ops condescendingly
as “button pushers”. Though the term “Tea Boy” has also been
applied at times to this job, it was rarely used. “They never started
anybody as ‘tea boy’,” recalls Brian Gibson. “That’s a bit of a myth
that you start in a studio as a tea boy. That didn’t actually happen at
Abbey Road. There were always tea ladies employed for that pur-
pose. But, you would start at the bottom”. Ken Townsend agrees:
“There never was a position of ‘tea boy’. It is an old English expres-
sion used more often to belittle someone who has risen from the

bottom to dizzying heights. Even the now Sir Cliff Richard would pop
down to the canteen and come back with a tray of tea for everybody
on a session, and I also have seen Sir Adrian Boult do likewise.”

At times, the life of a Tape Op was pure drudgery, demanding hour
after hour of waiting (a fact especially true in the case of the Beatles).
Other times, it could be sheer terror, as intense classical sessions
required quick handling of tapes while an impatient and expensive
orchestra and conductor waited. However, with very
little training, a new Tape Op could function ade-
quately on most sessions, as the tape machines were
relatively straightforward and simple to use.

Working as a Tape Op, the employee finally experi-
enced full recording sessions firsthand. Naturally, this
allowed observation of the senior engineers and pro-
ducers at work. “I was the button pusher on Cliff
Richard’s sessions,” says Norman Smith. “I worked
mainly with Malcolm Addey, but also Pete Bown and Stuart Eltham. I
was the main button pusher for them. I just kept my eyes and ears
open and watched how they performed, what mics they were using,
and how they were placing them.” As with any such apprenticeship,
a perceptive Tape Op could learn much about recording simply from
watching the approach of each engineer, taking note of the best bits
and rejecting those ideas they found less successful. “That’s the best
way," says Richard Lush, who served as Tape Op on more Beatles
sessions than any other person. “The best way to learn engineering
is to be a Tape Op. See how different people do it: ‘So he does that!
Oh right, that’s good’, or ‘Hmm, well, that’s not very good’.
Unfortunately, that art’s not taught anymore. It was great to see how
Malcolm Addey worked. ‘Malcolm has a U47 on vocal with 10dB lim-
iting – Stuart Eltham’s a little bit less; 3dB’. It was good to see the dif-
ferent approaches.”
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Richard Lush: Beatles Tape Op
OF THE ROUGHLY 400 BEATLES recording and mixing sessions held at Abbey Road, Richard
Lush served as Tape Op on a full 1/4 of them – more than any other person to hold
the position. He occupied the seat off and on from 1965 until 1970, beginning with ses-
sions for Rubber Soul and ending with sessions for Let It Be. In between, he almost sin-
gle-handedly Tape Op’d Sgt. Pepper in its entirety, as well as substantial portions of
Magical Mystery Tour and “The White Album”. When the Beatles performed “All You
Need is Love” before a live satellite audience in 1967, Lush was tapped to man the tape
machines (along with Martin Benge) during the high-pressure, one-shot session.

Decades later, Ken Townsend still speaks highly of Lush’s skill as a Tape Op:“It was often
said that when a 159 bus stopped outside the studios, half the passengers could have
become Tape Ops within hours.This was certainly the case in the days of mono and
stereo, but changed, in my view, dramatically during Beatles sessions with the use of the
highly versatile Studer J37 four-track machine.This quickly sorted the men out from the
boys, and the work of Richard Lush was absolutely outstanding. His precise skill in ‘drop-
ping in’ for even just a couple of bars was essential to the success of those recordings.”

After making the transition to full-fledged Balance Engineer at the end of the 1960s,
Lush engineered on albums by John Lennon, Badfinger and Paul McCartney. He remains
active in the music world today, working as an engineer and producer.n

“The best way to learn engi-
neering is to be a Tape Op. See
how different people do it...
Unfortunately, that art’s not
taught anymore. ” — Richard Lush

ABOVE: Richard Lush just after being promoted to Balance Engineer in 1970.

 


